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R eceiving daily R emote C learings included
in your P remium S ubscription
Jacqueline Joy, Diamond Alignment’s Spiritual leader and advisor, uses advanced energy technologies that
she has mastered and refined over the last 19 years to serve you “remotely” 30 minutes each day. These
powerful energy clearings and transmissions assist you in integrating the high frequencies of the
Diamond Technology, which over time empower you to master your Diamond Alignment,
embody Diamond Consciousness and grow true Wealth of Being ... Wealth
enjoyed at all levels: spiritual, mental, emotional, physical & material.
Since these clearings are being transmitted by Jacqueline Joy at the vibrational level through the
Diamond Energy Grid, it is not necessary to be in contact with her in the “physical” to receive the
daily Clearings. The Clearings are taking place at the multi-dimensional level. If you wish to become
more conscious of receiving the clearings, please follow the “Receiving” Instructions below.
On the days that you are not able to do the receiving instructions, do not worry ... you are still
receiving the benefits of the Diamond Energy Transmissions.

“Receiving” Instructions:
Pick a time that is convenient for you to be quiet and receive the clearing for 30 minutes by doing the
following (first thing in the morning is a great time, if you are able, before getting up to start your day):
1.

Lie or sit down and get comfortable.

2.

Focus on your breath.

3.

Visualize the Diamond surrounding you.

4.

Declare: “I activate my highest potential to receive this Diamond Clearing.”

5.

Be consciously aware of receiving the Clearing you desire.

6.

At the end of the 30 minutes declare:
“I celebrate and give thanks for this Clearing. I know it is so.”

7.

Drink water afterwards and throughout the day.

8.

Take a nice hot bath with 2 cups (1/2 liter) of Apple Cider Vinegar before bed,
if you’re experiencing strong clearing symptoms.

9.

Continue to do your 6-minute ONLINE Diamond Activation (with the Golden Field Clearing
that is included in the Premium Diamond Connection subscription) TWICE A DAY to
bring more grace and ease in your clearing process.

10. Give your mind the job of charting the positive results that are showing up in your life as
a result of your daily Diamond Activations and Remote Clearings. This Acknowledgment
and Gratitude for even the smallest of shifts open you to see and receive more. Use the
Reflections box that follows the 6-minute Activation. Copy and paste these Reflections to
create your own Diamond journal.

